Th e growth rate C of th e cr ys tallin e bodi es a pp ea rin g in eac h of a se t of 35 c haracte rize d po ly. e th ylen e fracti ons ra ngin g from 3600 to 807 ,000 in molec ular we ight ha s been meas ured as a fun ction of th e unde rcoolin g tJ.T. In isoth e rmal c rys tallization, only ax ial ites we re found from M",= 3600 to 18 ,000.
Introduction
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The primary objective of this study was to determine the nucleation constants that describe the rate of growth of polyethylene crystals from the subcooled melt as a function of undercooling and molecular weight, and to interpret th ese in terms of predictions arising from the kinetic theory of nucleation-controlled growth with chain folding_ Characterized fractions of linear polyethylene ranging in molecular weight from Mw=3600 to Mw= 807,000 were used in the investigation. An analysis of the experimentally determined nucleation constant Kg allows the surface free energy product uu e to be obtained for each fraction. This product can be separated into its components u, the lateral surface free energy, and U e , the fold surface free energy. The value of U e obtained in this way may be called a "kinetic" value, since it is determined from growth rate data. One of our primary interests was to determine the dependence of UU e, and therefore the effective value of U e, on molecular weight.
According to certain current theories [1] [2] [3] , the effective value of U e should be nearly independent of molecular weight if the folded surface nuclei leading to growth contain enough folds to be essentially free of the effects of chain ends. At low molecular weights , some chain end effects must be expected to be included in the effective value of u e . The present study was designed in part to determine where the value of U e leveled off and became approximately constant with increasing molecular weight. The initial upswing of U e and the leveling off in this quantity that occurs as the molecular weight is increased is treated in term s of a simple model that allows ext ension of the theory of nucleation with chain folds from quite high molecular weights to cases where the surface nuclei have only a few folds per molecule. As the work progressed, a somewhat surprising richness of morphology appeared, the details of which did not seem to have been foretold in the literature in a systematic manner. Several types of spherulites and one type ofaxialite were found. Except at large undercoolings accessible only by quenching, none of the spherulites seemed to closely correspond in any detail to the usual "ringed" type with numerous concentric bands so commonly reported in other investigations (see for example [4] ). Meanwhile. it was discovered that axialites and spherulites sometimes occurred in different temperature regions in the same specimen. and that in these two regions the growth rate data gave decidedly different nucleation constants. Therefore, a secondary objective became the searching out of the regions of undercooling and molecular weight where these particular morphological entities occurred.
Part of the method of pre paration of th e s pecime ns involved re moval by filtration in solution of a very s ubstantial fraction of the he terogeneiti es that initiated crystallization , with the res ult that each s ph erulite or axialite grew to relatively large size as it crystallized from the melt, thu s allowing its morphology to be clearly re vealed in an optical mi c roscope. By thi s technique we wer e able to obtain large sph erulites or axialites without heatin g the specim e n far above th e melting point prior to c rystallization. Excessive h eating can cause oxidation or degradation (see later).
It will prove useful to be more specifi c co ncernin g the significance of the nucleation constants th a t were determined. By so doin g, an important iss ue regardin g the interpretation of not only the prese nt data but also other growth rate data in th e literature may be brou ght out. Accordin g to the kin e ti c th eory of crys tallizati on with c hain folding, the growth rate G at a te mpe rature T near the eq uilibrium melting te mperature T~, relevant to th e molecular weight und er consid e rati on depe nd s on th e und ercoolin g t:..T = T~! -T in a mann er th_ at is proportional to [1 , 2) 
ex p [-Kg/T(t:..T)f] where
K g is the nucl eati on co nsta nt. (Th e quantity f is a factor that is close to unity near T~, th at corrects for the chan ge in heat of fusion with te mperature.) Accordin gly, a meas ure me nt of G as a function of t:..T allows K g to be determin ed experim e ntally with co nsiderable precision, and it is thi s parame te r that was obtained from th e growth data on th e polyethylene fraction s as a fun c tion of molec ular weight a nd morphology.
An important point concernin g Kg is th a t its th eoretical interpre ta tion , which affects the value of uae and the res ultant value of a e , depe nds criti cally on th e assumptions used in relating th e flu x describing the surface nucleation ra te i to th e actual lineal growth rate G. Th e th eory of the flux for ch ain-fold ed s urface nuclei gives i ex: exp [-4baa e T~,/(t:..hf) (t:..T)kTf] , where b is the layer thick ness and (t:..h f ) the heat of fusion. In one limit (regime 1, sin gle s urface nucle us causes substrate completion), G is directly proportional to i, and Kg is to be interpre ted correctly as 4buu e T~,/ (t:..hf)k. In the other limit (regime II , num ero us s urface . nuclei involved in substrate co mpletion), G varies as i 1 / 2 as was pointed out by Sanchez and DiMarzio [7] , j and Kg is 2buaeT~,/(t:..hf)k. Thus, a question arises in analyzing experi me ntal Kg data as to whether they should be used with regime I or regime II kinetics to estimate uu eCriteria delineatin g where regime I or regime II kinetics should be applied have been developed by Lauritzen [8] , and di sc ussed in detail elsewhe re [1] . In the prese nt work, application of these criteria suggested that th e axialites fo llowed regime I behavior and that mos t of the coarse-grained non-banded 2 See a lso Price [5] . and Lauri tzen and Hoffman r6] for earl y derivatio ns app li cable 10 crystallization wi th c hain fo ldin g corresponding to th e c ase f= 1. spherulites appearing in the same specim e ns at differe nt unde rcoolings followed regime II behavior. The r es ult was th at , despite a differe nce of a factor of approximately two in the K g values observed for sp herulites and axialites, r espectively, the resultant uU e values were very similar in the intermediate molec ular weight ran ge where both types of objects appeared in the same s pecim en. High molecula r weight specim ens exhibite d " irregular" spherulites where mixed regime I and II behavior was s uggested by th e criteria. Wh e n analyzed in this light , they indicated a au e rath er similar to th e axialites or coarsegrain ed non-band ed spherulites. The regime e ffect is di sc ussed in so me detail for th e polye thyle ne fraction s, and an indication is give n of the importan ce of correctly ide ntifyin g th e regi me of c rys tallization in other polym ers.
Attention is given to an experim e ntal de termination of th e pre-ex pon e ntial factors Go that govern th e absolute growth rates of the axialites and spherulites.
Theoretical predictions s uggest th at th e Go valu e for regi me I should be very muc h larger than th a t for regime II [1 , 2] . ' A number of other topics are di sc ussed bri efl y. These includ e: (1) some d etails of th e different morphological e ntiti es th a t were e nco untered , i. e. , axialites, coarse-grain ed non-banded s ph erulites, a nd " irregular " spherulites; (2) a discussion of th e birefringence and lam ellar nature of th e aforementioned objects, includin g some information on th e so-call ed "L ," a nd "L2" low a ngle x-ray spacin gs for certain of th e frac tions; (3) the work of c hain folding q obtain ed from the kin etic estim a te of U e; (4) the crys tallizati on behavior of "whole" polymer polyethylene; and (5) the relati ons hip between thi s work and earlier work on the growth rate of crystallites in polyethylene a nd other polymers as a function of molecular weight.
Experimental Detail
Because the results obtained he re are more exte nsive and so mewha t different th a n those reported in the literature for polyethylene, both as regards Kg and morphology, we conside r it of importan ce to describe the basic eleme nts of our proced ures and the reasons for em ploying them.
Most of the samples used in this investigation were prepared by column elution (CE) or preparative gel permeation c hromatography (PGPC) of NBS Stand ard Reference Material (S RM) 1475 lin ear polyethylene. This SRM is a linear polyethylene that has th e following molecular weight distribution characteris tics :
Mn= 18 ,310±360, Mw=53,070±620, Mz= 138,000± 3,700, a nd Mw/Mn=2_90. F ull details of the characterization of this source material have been published elsewhere [9] .
The sample designation that will be used throughout this paper is based on th e weight average molecular weight. Mw. Thus the sample with the weight average molecular weight of M w = 3600 is designated "3.6 K", that with M w= 30,600 as "30.6 K", and so on. 3 The source, method of preparation, and characterization parame ters of the fractions are shown in 3 Note that an upright K is used to mean " thousa nd " in d e noting the molec ular we ight.
I n accordance with international convention, an italic K is us ed later in thi s paper to indicat e temperature in kelvin s.
"Certain co mpany names and commercial products are ide ntifie d in order to adequatel y specify the experim ental p rocedure. In no case does such identification imply reco mmen· dation or endorse ment by th e National Bureau of Standards. nor does it impl y that the product s identified are necessarily the bes t avai lable for tht: purpose.
Three samples were prepared by the PGPC method and supplied by the Monsanto Chemical Company, and these are denoted (M) in table 1. The latter were not prepared from SRM 1475.
All of the specimens listed in table 1 were characterized in a Waters Model 200 (analyti cal scale) gel permeation chromatographic (GPC) apparatus. Each column was 1.22 m long and 0.953 em in diameter, and consisted of a stainless steel tube packed with beads of rigid cross-linked polystyrene gel. The gel was prepared and packed in the columns by the manufacturer. Five s uc h columns having nominal exclusion limits of 10 7 , 10 6 , 10 5 , 10 4 , and 10 3 A were connected in series to form the set used for analysis. 5 !>O ne angstrom unit (A) is equal to ]0 -10 m. 
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Method of c preparation
The apparatus was calibrated using fractions whose M w and Mn values were known to about ± 5 perce nt from light scattering and osmoti c pressure meas urements. GPC instrumental broade nin g effects were estimated by meas uring nearly pure samples of n-C32 H66 and n-C 94HJ 90 for whic h Mw/M" was known to be about 1.00. These samples gave M w/M" == 1.05 in the GPC analytical apparatus. Therefore, a correction of -0.05 was ap plied to the original M w/M" data for the frac tion s c haracterized with th e analytical GPC columns. De tailed studies carried out on some s pecim e ns suggested that the distribution of molec ular weights P (M) was closely approximated by the c ustomary "log normal" function.
We turn now to th e topi cs of the removal of heterogeneities, and othe r ite ms that relate to obtaining consistent morphological and growth rate data.
Polyethylene "as received" usually contain s an extremely large number of heterogeneiti es (=3 lO H /cm 3 ) that initiate growth centers and cause any crystallin e bodies that a re form ed in a subseque nt crystallization to impinge on one another before they attain s ufficie nt size to be critically examin ed in an optical microscope. Frequently , all that is seen with an optical mi croscope with c rossed polarizers in s uc h material is something that may be d escribed as a grainy fo g. Samples prepared directly from SRM 1475 are no exce ption to this. Th e usual procedure used to obtain large sphe rulites is to inactivate most of th e he teroge neiti es by rai sin g th e s pecime n to a tem perature TJ that is far above the melting point prior to cooling down to the isothermal crystallization temperature T. Th e procedure of heating to a hi gh TJ to in activate most of th e he terogenei ti es is well s uit ed to polymers of hi gh therm al s tabilit y suc h as poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene), wh ere this technique was s uccessfully appli ed [10] . In the case of polyethylene, th e use of a high TJ is successful in inactivating many of the heterogeneiti es, allowing large spherulites to form in a subsequen t crys talliza ti on , but the sa mple is degraded or otherwise d eteriorated at the sa me time, often even showi ng a distinct brown colorati on. (GPC studies on specime n 30.6 K s howed no deterioration when stored at TJ = 160 °C for long periods of tim e between cover slips, but definite changes were noted when the specimen was held at a high Tl (190°C) for two hours, again between glass cover slips.) The result is that the sphe rulite s seen at the usual isothermal crystallization te mperatures (circa 122 to 127°C) in specim e ns where higr TJ values were used are almost certainly c h aracteri sti c of polymer that is degraded. A TJ of 155°C was generally used in the present study, which avoid ed diffic ulties resulting from degradation.
In order to avoid the problem of heating to an excessively high TJ to ob tain large sp herulites or axialites, each of th e fractions was dissolved in xylene at -135°C (0.1 % solution by weight) and filt e red hot three tim es through a 0.2 /-Lm micro pore filter to remove a conside rable portion of the he te roge neiti es. The filtrat e was then cooled to -85°C and th e polye thyle ne crystals precipitated and filtered off. The precipitate was th en treated by heatin g in vac uum at 100°C for 24 hours or more to remove the xylene. Tests usin g a gas chromatograph s howed that the res ultant crystal mats contained less than 10 ppm of xyle ne. Specim e ns after filtration generally s howed less than 10 4 heterogeneous nuclei per c m 3 , which allowed th e formation of large spherulites or axialites. Th e aforementioned s tep of crystallization from solution certainly re moved a considerable porti on of any extre mely low molecular weight ma te rial th at might have been present in the fractions. We also me ntion that the characterization of the specimens by analytical GPC was carried out s ub sequent to the filtration and crystallization from solution s te ps noted above.
A dried and characterized sample was prepared for examination in a n optical mi crosco pe by lightly pressin g 100 to 300 mg of the fraction betwee n glass cover slips at a te mperature close to 150°C in a vac uum ove n to ma ke a sandwi ch wh ere th e polym e r layer was rou ghly 40 /-Lm thic k. Th e central region of th e s pecimens was thu s protec ted against oxidation. Th e clea nin g of the cover slips was important, sin ce if th ey we re used as suppli ed , excessive c rys tallization bega n a t th e polym er-gla ss interface. The cover slips were first cleaned in chromi c acid solution , rin sed thorou ghl y in distilled water, and th e n cleaned furth er in di still ed water usin g co nv enti onal ultrasonic scrubbin g tec hniqu es. Afte r dryin g, the co ve r slip s were ready for use. Wh e n treated as noted above, th e co ve r slips caused little or no nucleati on at th e polymer-glass interface.
The actual observation of the growth rates were mad e by heatin g the specim e n in a s pecially designe'd microscope hot s tage [11] to TJ = 155°C, whi c h is above the eq uilibrium melting temperature, and th e n quickly coolin g to a predetermined iso th e rmal crys tallization temperature T, us ually so mewhe re in th e range of about 118° to 131°C, and co ntrollin g thi s temperature to ± 0.001 0c. Photomicrographs (with the sa mple between c rossed nicol pri s ms) were mad e at suitable intervals as the crys tallization proceeded at T, a nd these were analyzed to obtain th e growth rates as G = dx /dt whe re t is the time , and x the radius of a spherulite, or alternatively, one-half the longest dimension of an axialite (see photomicrographs shown later). In practice, th e valu e of G at a given temperature was obtained by analysis of typically 10 points on an x versus t plot constructed from the photomic rographs taken during the isothe rmal growth process.
The followin g comm ents are pertinent to the reliability of th e observations of the rate of growth. First, repeated heatin g to TJ == 155°C (or a ny TJ within 5 °C of thi s value) neve r caused any noticeable degradation or oxidation of the ce ntral part of glass-enclosed s pecim e ns. Some di scoloration was occasionally noticed at the extre me edge of the cover slips where air could come in co ntact with th e polyethyle ne, but optical meas urements were always confined to regions wh ere this did not occur. Second, the growth rates obtained at various T values on a given fraction were highly reproducible no matter what the T of the previous run. Third, the growth rate G did not depend on the residence time at T1 , or the number of times it had been heated to TI . Fourth, the growth rates at any selected temperature were independent of the thickness of the specimen. Finally, we mention that care was taken to assure that the heat of crystallization did not influence the actual temperature of crystallization by restricting the measurements to growth rates that did not exceed about 5 X 10-5 cm/s.
Measurements of the sign of the birefringence were carried out using well·known techniques for various specimens to determine the orientation of the polymer chains with respect to the growth direction. Wide angle x-ray (WAXR) measurements on specimens of suitable dimensions were made using fractions in the low , intermediate, and high molecular weight ranges to determine if the usual orthorhombic subcell appeared. Low·angle x·ray (LAXR) measurements were made with a Kratky camera to determine if th e crystalization in selected fractions of widely different molecular weights was basically lamellar in character, and to find the values of the various lamellar spacings that were present. axialites are formed , and somewhat below it only spherulites are seen. (Details of the morphology will be given subsequently.) In the region of intermediate molecular weight, the slopes of the 10glO G versus T plots for the axialites are more nearly constant with molecular weight than they were in the low molecular weight range. As in the case of the low molecular weight region , data for a number of other samples were obtained, but are not shown. T, °C . Numbers in parentheses ( ) indi cat e AI "1M,, for th e specim e n.
In this paper we adhere to the convention of showin g axialite data as solid diamond s (.), coarse-grain ed non-banded spherulites as half-filled circles «()), and "irregular" spherulites (see below) as open circles ( 0 )_ Before disc ussing the growth rate data for the " irregular" spherulites that appear in th e hi gh molec ular weight region, it is advantageous to show that th e undercooling at whi c h crystallization is c arri ed out determines whe ther axialites or spherulites appear in the low and inte rmediate molec ular weight region s.
The variation of Tb with molecular weight as determined from plots of log lo G vers us T is shown in figure 2A . It is seen that th e break in th e growth c urves can be clearly de tecte d for sa mpl es in th e inte r-I mediate molecular weight ran ge of M w= 18,100 to Mw= 114,500. This feature is clarified if the und e rcooling fln at whi c h th e tran sition tak es place is plotted as a fun ction of molecular weight. Th e res ult is that th e tran sition occurs at essentially a fix ed undercooling of 17.5 ± 1 °C as is shown in figure 2E . Th e growth rate of th e axialites and coarse -grained non-banded s ph erulites studi ed in the low and intermediate ran ge of molec ular weight was in every case lin eal, i.e. , dx/dt at a give n te mperature is a constant regardless of th e size of the spherulite or axialite up to the point of impinge ment. (The measure ments leadin g to values of G were ge nerally confined to values of x far short of actual impinge ment.) There was no significant induction period -the x, t data passed through the origin on an x versus t plot within acceptable statistical limits. Spherulites Typical growth rate data for the " irregula r" s pherulites that appear in th e hi gh mol ec ular weight regio n (119 to 807 K) are s hown in fi gure 1 C.
A notable feature of th e irregular sph erulites is that no break is found in th e 10gIOG vers us T data near The overall radial growth of the irregular spherulites is lineal with time, but possesses an apparent small scale (circa 10 IJ-m) sporadic character in that small sectors at the outer boundary of the irregular spherulite appear to grow for a time, stop, and then begin again. This is possibly a result of the details of the extinction pattern that accompany the outward growth of the lamellae rather than an actual starting and stopping of the growth process.
Morphology
We first examine the question of morphology for samples in tI.c low and intermediate ranges of molecular weight. Figure 3 shows representative axialites in specimens 7.84, 18.1, 30.6, and 42.6 K.6 Note that in each case the undercooling is less than 17.5 °C. Although differences are detectable, it is clear that these structures are rather similar. Figure 4A , 4B, and 4C depicts typical coarse·grained non-banded spheru· lites in specimens 18.1, 30.6, and 62.8 K. Observe that the undercooling exceeds 17.5 °C in each case. The "maltese cross" effect is present in the extinction pat· tern, but the spherulites exhibit a coarse texture and are either non-banded or alternatively, have a few very coarse bands. Typical banded spherulites with many concentric rings can be formed by strong quenching from the melt of the samples in the intermediate molecular weight range. An example is shown in figure  4D for specimen 30.6 K, which crystallizes by forma· tion of such spherulites when quenched rapidly from TI = 155° to 25°C. The distinctive feature of the present work resides in the fact that both axialites and spherulites were found in different temperature 6In its strict est definition , the term "axialite" refers to a crystallin e object that is highl y asymmetrical. The large rather open and sometim es roughly sp herical st ru ctures that we have loosely called " axialites" in thi s pape r are true ax.ialites in their ea rly stages of growth. In many cases th e strictly axialitic mode persis ts up to rath er large values of x (see for example, s pec imen 42.6 K in fig. 3 ). The axialites were grown under isot her mal condit ions.
ranges in the same specimen in the intermediate molecular weight range, together with the fact that these objects exhibited significantly different growth rate constants. From a morphological standpoint, the transitions from axialitic to spherulitic structures observed in the intermediate molecular weight range are not completely abrupt as the undercooling at which the crystallization occurs passes through t1Tb• However, there are sufficient differences in the appearance of the crystallizing objects 1 °C above and below Tb to warrant classification as a spherulite or axialite. There are smaller variations in the details of structure within each morphology, with the result that the appearance of the spherulites or axialites in an optical microscope can actually be used by an experienced viewer to estimate the crystallization temperature within a degree or so. A set of photomicrographs illustrating the changes of structure with temperatures and degree of undercooling are shown in figure 5 for specimen It is worth noting the somewhat unusual structures and phenomena that occur in the specimens in the "high" molecular weight range, i.e., those from 119,000 to near 807,000 in molecular weight. Figure 6 shows the crystalline objects that appear in specimens 119, 210,323, and 807 K. The clear-cut axialitic morphology characteristic of somewhat lower molecular weights does not appear at undercoolings less than 17.5 °C, and the type of coarse-grained non-banded spherulite seen at intermediate molecular weights at undercoolings greater than 17.5 °C is also absent. 
K with decreas ing undercooLing (opticaL micrographs, crossed nico L prisms ).
Normal banded spherulites are form ed at th e large undercoo Lin gs effected by que nching.
In th e llT = 21.4 °C rUIl th ere is so me evide nce of coarse bands. T ypi cal coarse-grain ed non -band ed spheruliti es are formed at 6T= 19. 1 0c. The object formed at ~T = 17.2 °C is close to th e transition at T,,{see fi g. 18). Axialit es are form ed at 67; = 16.0 °C.and 6T=
14.7°C. lsothe rm al grow th ap plies in all cases exce pt that denoted quench.
Instead, so mewhat irregular objects with either a weak or nonexistent "maltese cross" extinction effect appear that in many respects resembles a cauliflower ( fig. 6 ). Some of them show evidence of being banded. We refer to these objects as "irregular" spherulites. The unusual spherulites found for specimen 119 K seem to be a transitional type; the optical micrographs seen in figure 6 for specimens 210,323, and 807 K are mOff~ typical of the "high" molecular weigh. range. Some very high molecular weigh't specimens where M w > 10 6 were prepared and examined (not listed).
No objects clearly identifiable in an optical microscope with crossed nicol prisms appeared at all despite the fact that differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements clearly showed that significant crystallization had taken place. Heating of such specimens even for long periods of time to TJ = 155°C or even TJ = 190°C failed to remove the birefringence so that any crystalline object that appeared on subsequent cooling was impossible to observe properly with an optical microscope. The highest available molecular weight specimen showing any object whose growth rate could be measured was 807 K.
Birefringence and X-Ray Studies
Birefringence measurements were made on speci mens 11.67 K (axialites), 30.6 K (both axialitic and spherulitic regions), and 500 K (irregular spherulites). In each case the sign of the birefringence showed that the polymer chain axes were approximately perpen· dicular to the direction of growth. This result has been adduced previously for spherulites in polyethylene.
An investigation of sample 30.b K was made in both the axialitic and spherulitic regions using wide·angle x-ray (W AXR) techniques. The W AXR studies of specimen 30.6 K showed that both the axialitic and spherulitic forins consisted principally of crystals with the usual orthorhombic subcell. The W AXR lines of the axialitic and spherulitic specimens were almost indistinguishable even when examined in detail. The transition from axialiticto spherulitic growth centering around Tb therefore does not involve crystallization into different unit subcells above and below Tb• Each specimen showed weak extra W AXR lines that have been assigned to either the monoclinic or the triclinic subcell by various authors [14] [15] [16] . These weak "extra" lines are commonly found in meltcrystallized polyethylene [14] [15] [16] . Similar W AXR studies were made on the axialites in a low molecular weight specimen (11. 74 K) and on the irregular spherulites in a high molecular weight specimen (500 K) with the finding that the orthorhombic subcell was by a wide margin the predominant one present.
Low-angle x-ray (LAXR) studies were also made on sample 30.6 K crystallized at undercoolings corresponding to the axialitic and spherulitic regions. For LAXR studies on specimens 11.74 K and 500 K, the samples were crystallized in 1 to 1.5 mm capillary tubes at a known temperature to a high degree of crystallinity, cooled to room temperature, and the LAXR lines measured there. In one case (30.6 K) the LAXR lines were also measured in a specially designed and thermostated beryllium cell at the actual temperature of crystallization.
The results or the LAXR studies are shown in table 2. In general, the specimens showed two categories of LAXR spacings. The first and most prominent was L 1 (which was usually circa 400 to 600 A), and its higher orders. The L\ line is relatively narrow and intense, and its higher orders, when reported in table 2, are also distinct and easily detected. (We note, however, that the L \ line for 500 K is considerably broader than that found in the specimens of lower molecular weight.)
In sample 30.6 K, crystallized at 128.3 °e and cooled to 30.2 °e, four orders of L\ could be clearly identified (table 2) . The second category was the very broad and rather weak so-called "L/' line, which does not appear to be a higher order of L\ [17] . Later we will tentatively identify L2 with the initial lamellar thickness.
Melting point data on the specimens discussed here suggest that lamellar thickening (approximately a doubling and sometimes more) occurs in the fractions during crystallization, so it is not surprising that evidence of two different thickness ranges for the lamellae is found in a given specimen (see L\ and L2 values in table 2). (In brief, we postulate that L 1 represents thickened (i. e. , aged) stacks of lamellae, while L2 represents the younger unthickened lamellae characteristic of the initial thickness.) Observe that the values of L2 are mostly in the range of ~ 180 to ~ 220 A. We note that this is quite close to the theoretical value of the initial lamellar thickness of It = {20' eT~/ (ilh! )(ilT)} + C 2 calculated using the effective value of (T e obtained from the growth rate data (see later).
From the LAXR studies noted in table 2 it is seen that both the axialites and coarse·grained non-banded spherulites in the molecular weight range noted (and probably somewhat outside it) are basically lamellar in c haracter. It is also apparent that the irregular spherulites have a lamellar texture.
It has been demonstrated that the spherulites in rather broad molecular weight distribution samples of melt-crystallized polyethylene possess a birefringence consistent with the chain axes in the crystal being .
"The error in L2 is rather large, sin ce the line is broad and its value somewhat se nsitive to the method used to subtract ?ut the base lin e.
'A weak shoulder at -1200 ±200 A was observed for thi s s pecimen. This appears to correspond to an exte nded cham stru cture, and probably results from thickening. perpendicular to the direction of growth [18] . (This same orientation is shown by microbeam x-ray data [19, 20] .) Further, it is known that the spherulites in broad distribution material are basically lamellar in character [21] , and the same appears to hold for certain fractions [22] . The axialites and spherulites found in the fractions used in the present study show these same general characteristics, which are thus consistent with lamellar crystallization with chainfolding. In order for the argument for chain-folding to be logically complete, it would be necessary to show that the lamellae in each of the morphological variations were parallel to the direction of growth, or to in some other manner demonstrate that the chain axes in the crystal were perpendicular to the large surfaces of the thin lamellae. This has been shown for spherulitic structures in bulk polyethylene with a rather broad molecular weight distribution [23, 24] . Also, Bank and Krimm indicate that the usual type of spherulites in polyethylene exhibit mostly adjacent reentry type chain folding [25] . (For a full discussion of these topics, see the recent review by Khoury and Passaglia [26] .)
Because of the parallelism of the optical behavior and lamellar character of the axialites and spherulites found in the present investigation of fractions with the optical and lamellar nature of spherulites where chain folding has been substantiated for broader distribution material, we proceed with some confidence under the assumption that the fractions exhibit chain-folding with mostly adjacent reentry.
. Analysis of Data to Obtain Kg and Go
The kinetic theory of nucleation-controlled polymer crystal growth with chain folds leads to the expression
for the growth rate G. Here U* is the activation e nergy for transport of segme nts to the site of crystallization, R the gas constant, T the crystallization temperature, Too a temperature somewhat below the glass transition temperature Tg, LlT the undercooling T~,-T, andf a factor near unity that accounts for the slight diminution of the heat of fusion Llh! as the tem perature falls below T~,? By plotting logiOG+U*/2.303R (T-T,.,) against l/T(LlT)f, the numerical value of the nucleation constant Kg can be obtained from the slope, and the pre-exponential factor Go can be determined from the intercept on the
coordinate.
--It has been demonstrated by Suzuki and Kovacs [27] that eq (1) quantitatively fits the growth rate data for isotactic polystyrene for a range of 100°C. In a recent review [1] , this result has been confirmed, and it was shown further that eq (1) can be used to fit data on a number of polymers crystallized from the melt over a wide range of temperature with considerable accuracy, including nylon 6, poly(tetramethyl-p-silphenylene) siloxane (hereafter denoted TMPS) fractions, and poly( chlorotri fluoroethylene), correlation coefficients ranging from 0.985 to 0.999 being found. In the afore- mentioned review, and in the work of Suzuki and Kovacs, it was found that U* = 1500 cal/mol and Too = Tg -30°C, with one exception, allowed the best fit of the rate of crystallization data at low tempera- 
where T':n is in kelvins (K), and n=M/14.026 is the number of carbon atoms in the polymer chain. This equation was derived from Broadhurst's work by setting T':n at n~ 00 at T':n(oo) =419.7K= 146.5 DC, and adjusting the constants accordingly. The curve calculated with eq (2) passes through the melting point data for the short chain hydrocarbons in the orthorhombic form with acceptable accuracy. Therefore, if the value of Tm (00) can be justified within certain limits, considerable confidence can be placed on the interpolated values of interest here. Broadhurst's equation is based on a treatment due to Flory and Vrij [13] , and the two treatments differ only in minor details.
The experimental justification for selecting T~ (00) = 146.5 °C is as follows: (1) suggests T~= 145.5±1 °C for a specimen of finite molecular weight, again suggesting that T~, (00) for polyethylene of very high molecular weight is slightly higher, and (3) Rijke and Mandelkern [31] have found a melting point for fibrillar polyethylene of T~n = 146.0 ± 0.5 0e. We note also that our suggested value for T~, (00) lies within the limits given by Flory and V rij, who give T~n (00) 1 = 145.5 ± 1 0e. In any event, it seems reasonable on the basis of the above to assume that T~ (00) is within about 1 °C or so of 146.5 0c. No basic conclusion of this paper would be changed if a dif· ferent value of T~, (00) in this range were used or even a value somewhat outside of it. The melting point T?" for each fraction was estimated using the assumption that the M value implicit in eq (2) corresponds to Mw.
Numerical values of T~ calculated using eq (2) are given for each of the fractions in table l.
Typical plots of 10gJOG+ U*/2.303R (T-T co) against lIT (6.T)f constructed from low molecular weight data of the type shown in figure lA are shown in figure  8A . As noted earlier, only axialites are found in low molecular weight samples in the range of undercooling where isothermal runs can be made. Similar plots for a number of the samples of intermediate molecular weight based on data of the type shown in figure IB are depicted in figure 8B . Both axialites and coarsegrained non-banded spherulites appear in this molecular weight region at the undercoolings noted. It is clear from the slopes that the axialites and spherulites have different nucleation constants. Finally, a plot is shown for some of the irregular spherulites found at high molecular weight in figure 8e.
Values of the nucleation constants Kg obtained from plots such as those shown in figure 8 are shown for all specimens studied in figure 9A . of the Kg data. The large variation in Kg at these low molecular weights is believed to be associated with cilium length effects', and will be discussed in section 6.
For the axialites, the value of Kg generally rises at first and then tends toward a limiting value at about Mw =20,000, and remains approximately constant 
Axialites Spherulites The values of 10g1oGo obtained from the intercepts on the ordinate of plots of the type shown in figure  8C are s hown in figure 9B . Because of the long extrapolation, the scatter in the log lOGo data is rather large_ It is estimated that each Go value is corre ct to within about one order of magnitude. However, there are differences between the results for axialites, nonbanded spherulites, and irregular spherulites that are far outside this error limit, and which are amenable to theoretical interpretation (see sec. 6). 
where (3 is a retardation factor measured in units of "events" or " nuclei" per second that has a tempera- With such a surface nucleation rate, one can imagine two limiting cases for the rate of growth normal to the substrate which depend on the nucleation rate itself and the rate g that the folded nucleus spreads on the substrate_ It is important to examine these possibilities, since it will be found that both occur in polyethylene_ 5 .2 . Regime (Single Surface Nucleus Causes Completion of Substrate)
The customary assumption is that each nucleation act causes the substrate or "persistence" length L to be completed before a new surface nucleus appears, leading to the accession of a new layer of thickness b 8 The factor z in eq (4) wa s om itted in our previous formulations [2], but its prese nce is not ed in a r ev iew 11J
II It is assumed in making the calculations here and elsewhere in this paper that (110) type fold s pre vail at the leading growth front no matter which particular morph ology is under consideration. This does not necessarily imply that other types of fo ld s, e.g .. (200). may not be prese nt at ot her parts of the lamellae in some cases, Points related to thi s issue are mention e d later in the paper, particularly in section 7. 
G,=G cxo exp [-U */R(T-T", )]
.
exp [-4b(T(T eT?,,/(Llhf) (LlT)kTf]. (5)
To a sufficient approximation the pre·exponential factor is given by
where .II is a factor that was anticipated in previous 10 Note that a and b refer to the width and thickness respectively of the polymer molec ule on the s ubst rate as shown in figure 10 , and not to th e dimensions of the unit cell. The dimensions of th e unit ceJI mentioned later in thi s paper are denoted with the bold fa ce lett ers a and h . Under certain circumstances to be discussed s hortly, it is not reasonable to suppose that the s ubstrate will be co mpleted before many other nuclei impinge on it ( fig. 10 ). Thus we consider the other limit where the surface nucleation rate i is very large compared to the spreading rate g for a specified L. Sanchez and DiMarzio [7] and more recently Lauritzen [8] have (8) it can be shown that
GII=GO(u) exp [-U*/R (T-T"J ] exp [-2bU'(TeT~,/(6.hJ) (6.T)kTf] (9)
where to the same approximation that was used for
GO(n)=b(kT/h)zI/ 2 JI exp [-abU'e/kT). (10)
Note that GO(I1) does not contain the factor L or ns.
The ratio (11) shows that GoO) must under comparable conditions always be larger than GOOI).
The value of Kg for regime II has the value (12) which differs from that for regime I by a factor of two. This arises fundamentally from the fact that CI a: i, while Clla:il /~. We turn now to the question of which formula, eq (7) or eq (12), should be used to estimate (reTe from an experimentally known value o[ Ky.
Criteria for Regimes I and II
Lauritzen [8] For the coarse-grained non-banded spherulites in the range 30,000 to 70,000 we use LlT= 20°C, T= 400 K, and X = Ky = 1.05 X 10 5 K2. The n for these objects to obey regime I, it is found with eqs (l4a) and (14b) that L ~2A, which must be regarded as completely unrealistic-no growth could occur on such a substrate. The test for regime II using eqs (l4a) and (14c) for these spherulites indicates with X=2Kg=2.1 X 105 K2 that regime II applies when L ~ 1.4 f-Lm, which is an en tirely II Note that (I, b, and I. are in em in eqs (3) through (14) low Kg at low molec ular weights could be a result of two quite different causes. The first hypothesis is that regime I applies as it does at higher molecular weights an d that it is (j e (viewed as the average surface free energy of cilia and fold s) that actually falls, leading to the low Kg value. The second hypoth esis is that Kg falls at low molec ular weight because regime II is entered, this process takin g place in such a way that (j e is approximately constant. These hypothes es are easily c hecked using the most extreme axialite case, sample 3.6 K, for which Kg = 1.069 X 10 5 K2. A simple calculation using Z ~ 1 shows that L would have to be larger than 0.14 cm for regime II kinetics to apply. This is clearly impossible, so pure regime II behavior can be discounted. A test for regi me I kinetics using Z ~ 0.1 indicates that regime I is applicable if L is 1250 A or less. (In making thi s estimate, it was assumed in calculating W in eq (14d) that (je had fallen to a value of 45 ergfcm2.) This may be regarded as perhaps a borderline case of regime I behavior, but s pecim e ns of somewhat higher molecular weight give results that clearly imply the applicability of regime I kinetics for the axialites. In all these instances, the occurrence of regime I can be traced to the low undercoolin g at which axialites grow in specimenLQ[ low molec ular weight.
Z = iU/4g = zW(L/2a)2exp [-X/T(LlT)]
The average undercooling t:.. T for specim en 3.6 K is only 13.6 0c. Thus, in the expression for Z , a low Kg is compensated for by a low value of t:.. T. It is our conclusion that the falling off of the value of Kg for the axialites in the low molecular weight region is not a result of any serious variation of regime with molecular weight, but is instead caused mostly by a genuine lowering of (j e as the molecular weight falls. The subject of the variation of (j e with molecular weight will be dealt with in more detail in s ubsequent sections.
The case of the "irregular" spherulite s that appear from ll9 to B07 K is of interest. Using the test value Kg;;; 1. 75 X 10 5 K2 from table 3 as X in eqs (14) , it is found that the substrate length L is s uch as to suggest that the samples are crystallizing between regim es I and II. At t:.. T = 20, for regime I to apply exactly (Z ~ 0.01) , the n L would have to be less than 150 A. This is too small a substrate to be fully credible. Under the same conditions of undercooling, L would have to be 0.B3 cm or larger to have regime II kinetics. This is much too large to be acceptable. The true value of L almost certainly lies be twee n these extremes, and th e samples therefore behave in a mann er intermediate between regim es I and II. In this situation we apply the approximate formula (15) where the subscript (I, II) means mixed regime I and II behavior, and where it is understood that the factor of 3 contains an inherent uncertainty of perhaps ± 1/2 .
Two of the irregular spherulite specimens (266 and 323 K) are close to regime I. The rest all fall between regimes I and II as noted above. 
Z=iU/4g==zW(L/2a) 2 exp[-4b(j(je/(t:..h f ) (t:..T)kT]
(16) with the constants appropriate to polyethylene given in table 4. As noted earlier, the temperature dependence of Z is controlled principally by the nucleation rate i, which according to eqs (3), (4) Calc ul a ted with (7U('= 1250 e rg~/c lll 4. z= 158 and oth e r dala fro m tabl e 4 usin g eq (16). Regime I kine ti cs are s ubst anti ally in e ffec t for Z ~ 0.1; a nd regim e II kin e ti cs are a pproxim ately obeyed fo r Z = I a nd a re fully in e ffect forZ ~ 10. The shaded a rea shows region of Z and a. T wh e re th e bulk of regim e I -10 regim e II transi ti on take s pla ce.
It may be surmi sed from th e above that th e value of 
S.7. Calculation of (T(T e as a Function of Molecular Weight from the Kg Values for Various Fractions
The Kg data for the axialites in the low and intermediate range have been analyzed usi ng regime I kineti cs accordin g to eq (7) The valu e L -5 JLm refe rs to po lym e r cry sta lli zed at an und e rcooli ng of -17.5 °c.
Ac tuall y. L is probably a fun c tio n of te mpe rature. and may va ry in suc h a wa y as to c au se a furth e r s ha rp en ing of the regi me 1 --+ regim e J J tran siti on.
ing along the (1l0) plan es; thi s is d ( 11 0) in th e c ustom ary crystallographi c notatio n. ) This te ntative assignment is based mostly on the ph ysical appearance of the axialites, inasmu c h as th ey a t least superfi cially resemble aggregates of sin gle crys tals of th e type grow n from solution. By th e use of alin ear molec ular weight scale, fi gure 12A e mphasizes those res ults that correspond to th e molecular weight ran ge 18,100 to 72 ,400 wh ere KfJ and he nce (.T(.T e is nearly constant with molecular weight. Because of th e logarith mic mol ec ular weight scale, figure 12B stresses definite possibility that the leading growth front is really of the (llO) type. The work of Bank and Krimm does not preclude the existence of a certain fraction of (1l0) type folds. 13 It is evident from figure 12A and table 3 that the mYe values for the axialites and coarse-grained non-banded spherulites that occur in the same specimens between 18.1 and 72.4 K are approximately the same despite the fact that the experimental Ky values from which these results were calculated differ by a factor of about two. This is mostly a result of correctly identi· fying the regime of crystallization in the two cases . In addition, it is clear from figure 9 and table 3 that, in qualitative accord with expectation, the Go values for the axialites (regime I) are very much larger than those for the spherulites (regime II) in the same specimens.
With the two exceptions, the Ky data for the irregu- 13 Keith has de vi sed a sc heme whe re by he explains the shape of th e overall growth front iri ' po lye th yle n e la me llae in s ph e rulili c s tructures c Tys taliizin:,! from ('on centraled so lution in Ion!! c ha in hydroea rbon s a s alt ernat e and int c rscctin)! (200) and ( 110) J!rowth fronts. t~e latt er on: urrin g at th e lea din)! ti p. Th e s ubj ect of ( 110) and (200) lar spherulites found between ll9 and 807 K were analyzed for the approximate value of IT IT p using eq (15) with b=4.15 A and the results given in table 3 and plotted in figure 12A . The exceptions to the use of "mixed" regime kinetics are samples 266 and 323 K, which approximate regime I. Note that the ITlTe values for all these specimens are quite close to what was found for the axialites above M", == 20.000. The Go values for the irregular spherulites are in all cases between those of the axialites and the coarse-grained non-banded spherulites, again suggesting a mixed regime I and II growth mode.
It should be recalled that the numerical value 3 in eq (15) possesses an inherent uncertainty of up to 15 to 20 percent, so the IT IT e values for the "mixed" regime irregular spherulites are not as accurate as they are for the axialites and non-banded spherulites. Nevertheless , it is perhaps somewhat surprising that the advent of interlamellar links on a fairly large scale, which is thought to occur between Mw= 10 5 and 10 6 , does not affect ITlTe and the corresponding average value of IT e in a more obvious manner. (An interlamellar link of substantial length must be expec ted to exhibit a high local s urface free energy.) Polyethylene exhibits a marked reduction in degree of crystallinity in this range [33, 34] which has been interpreted partly in terms of th e occurrence of a considerable amount of "amorphous" material consisting at least partly of interlamellar links [1] . One possible implication of the above is that the number of such links is small and the amount of material in eat;h one rather large at high molecular weights.
To a fair approximation, the various ranges of K!/ values shown in figure 9 for the different morphologies lead to a single master curve for ITlTe for M U' ~ ~ 20,000 when Ky is analyzed by taking proper account of the regime of crystallization ( fig. 12A ). This is especially true of the data for the axialites and the irregular spherulites. The results for the coarse-grained nonbanded spherulites appear to be slightly lower than those for the axialites. However, it may be noted that a statistical analysis of the "best" data, which lie between 30.0 and 62.8 K, shows that the coarse-grained spherulites and axialites have slightly overlapping values calculated as one standard deviation: coarsegrained non-banded spherulites, < ITIT e ) av = ll77 ± 53 erg 2 /cm 4 ; axialites in the same range, < ITIT e) av = 1236 ± 26 erg 2 /cm 4 • The value of < ITIT e) av for the irregular spherulites is 1263 ± 58 erg 2 /cm 4 • 
The Pre-exponential Factors for Regimes I and II
Before proceeding to analyze ITlTe to get the molecular weight dependence of ITe , it is worthwhile to briefly examine the pre-exponential factors for regime I and II. The ratio GO(I)/GO(II) as given by eq (11) is independent of J], and will be dealt with first. The best data on this ratio encompasses specimens 30.0 to 62.8 K. Here regime I and regime II crystallization occur in the same specimen over a reasonable temperature range for each regime, and the data exhibit good internal con- . Th e res ult may be regarded as satisfactory in view of the fact that the value of the ratio Cow/Coot) is from an experimental standpoint probably not reliable to better than an order of magnitude. In a ny eve nt, th e theory certainly predicts th e bulk of th e difference in th e pre-exponential factors in re gim es 1 and II. Most of thi s difference is a res ult of the fa c tor ns , which occurs only in th e expression for GO(I) ' The absolute values of COO) and Goot) depend on iJ = exp (-6 .Ft/RT) (see eqs (6) and (10)). For the choice L == 10 fJ-m, which is within the range estimated previously, the most consistent results are obtained when iJ is se t equal to 3.6 X 10-3 , which corresponds to 6.F t = 4500 cal/mol. Then the absolute values of GO(I) and G O(II) are predicted within a factor of no worse than three (table 5B). The factor it was inserted in {3 = (kT/h) i J ,ex PI[ -V*/R (T-Too) J -from which position it enters the absolute growth rate -to account for any orientational or "parking" problem effects that might occur as polymer segments migrate across the substrate to the site of crystallization [1, 2] . The value of 6.F t ~ 4500 cal/mol is undoubtedly subject to considerable uncertainty. From a theoretical standpoint little can be said of it without a much more detailed model of the surface segmental motions involved in crystallization except to note that it should be substantially less than unity. In the case of the crystallization of copolymers or partially atactic polymers, a "parking" problem arises which should cause iJ to become considerably smaller than was estimated for polyethyle ne.
Finally, we co mment on the dependence of Go on molecular weight. If the absolute growth rate depended on the melt viscosity, one would expect Go to vary as M-3.4. Between Mw == 8500 and Mw= 74,400, the value of CoO) for the axialites shows some scatter, but no persistent trend with molecular weight (see fig. 9B and table 3). In this region the melt viscosity increases as M3.4, i.e. , it rises by a factor of (74,400/8500P.4 or about 1600 times. It is therefore possible to state with considerable certainty that the absolute growth rate of the axialites, as reflected in the value of GO(t). is not markedly affected by changes in the macroscopic viscosity. (Recall also that Kg and (HIe are approximately constant over much of thi s range.) The theory for {3 was constructed in such a way as to refer to the "segmental" or "local jump" rate, which depends but little on molecular weight , and this accounts for the fact that Go is not predicted to vary strongly with molecular weight [1, 2J. Evidently thi s assumption was a good one for axialites in the molecular weight range cited. Specimen 115 K shows a low value of 10gJoCo in the axialitic region (see table 3 ), but this sample is very close to the transition region where irregular spherulites appear, and has rather broad distribution.
The situation with the molecular weight dependence of Go for the coarse-grained non-banded spherulites that occur between 18.1 and 115 K is not so clear-cut because of th e large scatter ( fig. 9B ). On examination of the data, one nevertheless gains the impression that Go for these structures falls as the molecular weight increases. A statistical analysis of all the points s uggests that Go ex M,;;-1.5 :!: O.5. It is extremely unlikely that the variation can be as large as M ,;;-3.4, which again means that the melt viscosity does not play the dominant role in the molecular weight dependence of
Go.
The pre-exponential factor for the irregular spherulites is insensitive to changes in molecular weight from 119 to 807 K. It is ev id ent that the macroscopic viscosity does not lead to a change of Go in the high molecular weight region.
Our overall conclusion is that the theory gives a reasonable explanation of the order of magnitude of the ratio of th e pre-exponential factors for regime I and regime II crystallization in the intermediate molecular weight range , and provides some insight into the factors that control the absolute magnitude of the pre-exponential. Another conclusion is that the macroscopic viscosity does not directly govern the pre-exponential factor or the absolute crystallization rate.
6. The Variation of 0;, With Molecular Weight 6.1. Experimental Determination of u.
Our first objective in thi s section is to extract the average value of (Ie from th e product (I (I e for each frac· tion, and thereby establish the "kinetic" value of (I e as a function of molecular weight. Then a simp le theoret· ical treatm e nt will be given which e lu cidates the varia· tion of (I e with molecular weight, and th e reby allows the theory of c hain folding to be applied over practically th e entire range of molecular weight stud ied .
Basi ca lly what we s hall do is establi sh a reasonable value of (I, and find th e (Ie relevant to each molecular weight by calc ulatin g it as (I (I e/(I.
In the first method of obtaining (I, we estimate the value of (I(I e( x ) by noting that < (I (I e) <tv for the axialites in the intermediate molecular weight range (30.0 to 13.8 --2. Calculate a for polyethylene using a = 0.12 ob· tained from homogeneous nucleation in n· octadecan e using a = a (AhrHab)' /' 14.6 --3. Combine (aae)av= 1236 erg/e m' (axi alites 30.0 to 62.8K) with a ' a c= 18 ,000 erg 3 /cm 6 from homogeneous nucleation data on eth ylene in same M.W. range [351. C. Best valu es -summ ary 
K)
, which corresponds to an average of v :=: 22 folds per molec ul e, is I236±26 erg i /cm 4 • W e th e n correct thi s value sli ghtly upw ard by the factor (v+ 1) / (v+ !3i) = 1.04 with !3i= 0.15 (see later) to ge t the es timated limitin g valu e a t hi gh mol ec ular weights, UU e ( ", ) = 1285 erg i /cm 4 (table 6, item A.I). The value of u= 13.8 erg/cm 2 is then estimate d from (TU e ( "') using (T e( eq) as shown in table 6, item B.l. In making this estimate of u , axialite data have been e mphasized because of their rathe r low standard deviation , and because the explanation of the large variation of (T(T e and U e in the axialites at low molecular weights is our main objective. However , we note th at no basic conclusion of thi s paper would be altered if one of the other es timates of (T(T e( "') in table 6A were e mployed in the estimation of u.
The seco nd es tim ate of (T is made by using the em pirical relation [1 , 2] poly-]4.6 84.9 88.3"
R emarks
Mid-ran ge value for B.l, B.2, and B.3 abov e_ Calc. from a = a /(Ahf )(ab)' /2 Calc. as 1285/14.2 er g/c m i (mid -ran ge valu e for the three estimates). A very sim ilar es timate of (T was given in a recent re vi ew [1] . Values of (T e calculated by dividin g th e (T(T e value for eac h fraction by 14.2 erg/cm 2 are shown in fi gure 12.
The forego in g proced ure involves th e implicit ass umption that (T does not depe nd on molec ular weight, and that the variation of (TU e is du e to c han ges in the average valu e of (T e. Co mbination of (T i U e from homogeneo us nucleation data of Ross and Frole n [35] a nd U(Te from growth data take n on the fractions studi ed here at low molec ular weights sugges ts that (T e is the quantit y that varies with molec ular weight.
The existe nce of a mas ter c urve at mode rate to high molec ular weights for th e variation of U(T e with molecular weight that is approximately ind e pe ndent of morphology implies of co urse that there is a similarl y shaped master curve for (T e versus M w (see fig. 12A , ri ght-hand scale). Finally we ob tain another estimate of (T by co mbining U 2 (T e from homogeneous nucleation data on polyethylene fractions [35] and (TU e from growth data (table 6, item B.3). Notice that this calculation also gives a value of (Te ( oc) in reasonable accord with the equilibrium value. The homogeneous nucleation data were confin ed to the same molecular weight ran ge as the axialite data in A.I in table 6, e.g., 30.0 to 62 .8 K.
From these results it is found that u= 14.2 ± 0.4
Insofar as the varia tion of U(T e or (T e is concerned, it is seen in fi gure 12 that it is only at fairly low molec ular weights -say from abo ut 20,000 or so downward for the axialites -that we need seriously con cern ourselves with a theoretical treatm ent for th e variation of (T e. Above this molec ular weight, the theory of growth with ch ain folds appears to be applicable with a nearly constant value of U e or uue • Three morphologically distinc t species appear from a molecular weight of 20,000 and upward , but the temperature depende nce of their growth is in each case governed by practically the same value of uUe in th e expression for the surface nucleation rate i. As the " regim e" analysis s howed , th e te mpe rature de pe nde nce of th e axialite growth rate vari es as i , th e growth of non·b anded s ph e rulites va ri es as il l., and th e growth of the irregular s ph e rulites changes with te mperature as i 3/ 4 . but the (I(Ie or (I e valu e that c ontrols i is a bout th e sa me for eac h modifi· cation at mod erate and hi gh molec ular we ights.
W e turn now to the low molec ular weight region , a nd as k two questions : (1) wh y does the valu e of (I(I e a nd (I e ge ne rally fall at low molec ul ar weights and (2) wh y do the data show s uch strong variation s for samples of practically th e same molec ul a r weight (fi g. 12B)? Th a t th ese vari a tions are rea l a nd far outsid e experime ntal error can b e traced through the an alysis beginning with th e Iocr lOG ve rs us T data in fi gure lAo (See for e xampl e s peci~en pairs (6.15 , 6. 29 K) and (8.56, 8.59 K) in fi g. 1A and note how these d ata lead through th e K ! J valu es in t a ble 3, to hi gh a nd low points at nearl y th e same molecul ar weight in fi g. 12B.) Note al so th at th e rerun s of the hi gh points 6.1 5 a nd 8.56 K, de noted The simple model shown in fi gure 13A will be helpful in discussing the c hange of (Ie with molecular weight and the intermitte nt high and low valu es of (Ie shown in fi g. 12B. (Note c urves denoted " upper bound " and " lowe r bound " in fi g. 12B.)
Treatin g the observed surface free energy of the s urface nucle us (and sub sequent steps) as the sum of the effects of cili a and fold s we may wri te [3] (18)
where (Ie(",) is th e limiting value of (Ie a t hi gh molecular weights corres pondin g to a stri ctly fo lded s urface, and v the numb er of folds per molec ule on a substrate of width l:' The qua ntity f3 i is (19) where (Ie(ci l i um) is th e local contribution associated with a cilium (or c hain end in the s urface) to the average s urface free e nergy. We will take (Ie( ",) to be 93 erg/cm 2 for preliminary calcula tions. T his will prove to be within a few per cent of th e " best " value.
Specific atte ntion is drawn to th e fact th at eq (1 8) was d eri ved [3] on th e ass um ption tha t the first chain e nd is situ ate d esse ntiall y flu sh with the fo ld surface as s hown sc he ma tically in fi gure 13A. O ne basic reason for ma king thi s ass umpti on (entirely apart from its simpli city) is th a t it minimi zes the local surface free e nergy associated with a molecule that is formi ng a nucle us on th e s ub stra te . This assumption involves the impli cati on that th e molecule to be attached has time to sampl e vari ous con fig ura tions before it becomes a surface nu cle us, or participates in the sub. sequent strip completion process. Evidence exists suggesting that molec ules are ph ysically adsorbed to some extent prior to cr ystallization, a nd crystallize after transport across th e s urface [1, 2] . Such a process would allow a mpl e opportunity for the ass umed configuration to occur. In practice, it is sufficient that the first chain e nd be associated with a q uite s hort ciliu m rather than one th at is always exactly flu sh wi th the fold surfaee.
As a useful si mplifi catio n, we wi ll assume that the widt h of the s ubs trate, l~, is approximate ly constant in th e region of interest. (It is apparent in table 2 that L2 generally has a value in th e range of 200 ± 20 A; later we shall calc ulate that I; is within the same limits.) In the case of a nearly cons tant s ubstrate width, it is seen in fi gure 13A that as the molecular weight is increased (a) through (d) th at the pendant cilium at first gets longer as the molec ular weight increases [(a) through (c ) J. Then as the cili um becomes as long as l~, a new fold a ppears a t v + 1 with a short cilium, and the process re peats itself, (d). Th is process will cause (I e(cilium), and he nce f3 i' to var y in so me man ner (so lid and dotted li nes in fi g. 13B) between the lower and upper bounds of f3 i.
Th e experime ntal (I e data in figure 12B exhibit rather de finit e up per and lower bOllnds. T his shows that f3i in eqs (18) 
This function is plotted in figures 12B and 14. It is seen to give a reasonable description of the lower bound of the data from M w == 5,000 upwards.
Consider now the upper bound. We have heretofore introduced the concept that the initial surface nucleus (and subsequent molecules in the strip completion process) may exhibit a pendant cilium (fig. l3A ). There is considerable independent justification for the as· sumption that cilia can exist in unthickened crystals. Assuming that the cilium emanates from a plane, i.e., Cp=7T, which gives K= 1/2, we calculate using (J= 14.2 erg/cm 2 and 1;= 190 A (z == 150) in eqs (19) and (21a) that f3i(upper bound) == 0.642.
(22)
Because of the uncertainty in cp, and other factors, this must be regarded as only a rough estimate. Also, the effect of the volume excluded by nearby cilia is not considered. Nevertheless, the point remains that it is reasonable that a long cilium has a high local surface free energy associated with it, which leads to a f3i that is much higher than that of a short cilium or chain end in a surface.
Using the above estimate, we may calculate (J e(uppe r bound) = 93[(11+ 0_642)/ (11+ 1)] or, using M= 2100 (v+ 1):
A plot of this function is shown in figure 12B . The agreement is such as to suggest that the surface nuclei that are associated with the high values of (J e (e. g., 6 .15. 6.15 K(R) and 8.56, 8.56 K(R)) possess long terminal cilia approximating I; in length. Meanwhile, it appears highly probable to us that those data points that lie near the lower bound are a~sociated with quite short initial and terminal cilia, or initial and terminal chain ends actually in or nearly in the same plane as the folds (see fig. 13A ). An analysis of the high points in figure 12B indicates that the best experimental fit is obtained if'f3i = 0_74 (fig_ 14). The "best" value of (J e(co) is close to 90.5 erg/cm 2 (table 6, item C.3). The foregoing analysis could be repeated with this value instead of our original estimate of 93 erg/ cm 2 , but the change in both the theoretical and experimental estimates of f3i (upper bound) and f3i (lower bound) would be insignificant.
Sanchez and DiMarzio have developed a theory of crystallization with chain folding that deals with the variation of growth rate with molecular weight and polymer concentration [40, 41] . They employ the assumption that the initial chain end is rather longabout one-third to one-sixth of the whole molecule forms the initial cilium -in contrast to our simplified assumption that the initial chain end is practically flush with the fold surface ( fig. l3A) . If their assumption were to be used in the present work, a large effective value of f3i would be calculated with eq (21) for the initial cilium that would give (J e values that greatly exceeded our calculated and experimentally determined lower bound (f3i == 0_15) and which would possibly even exceed the upper bound. While we thus have good reason for holding to our particular assumption regarding the nature of the placement of the initial chain end in bulk crystallization, it must be remembered that other aspects of the treatment of Sanchez and DiMarzio confine its validity to rather dilute solution. Nevertheless, an extension or revision of their theory using the assumption that the first chain end is quite short is probably worth some consideration.
The experimental values of lJe and f3i vary intermittently between rather definite upper and lower bounds at low molecular weights, and it is shown above that these bounds can be reasonably explained in terms of the length of the terminal cilia associated with the molecules comprising the surface nuclei and growth strip. We now ask why the values for (J e intermittently vary between the upper and lower bounds. The explanation suggested below implies that f3i and (J e actually alternate between their upper and lower bounds. Despite the large number of samples studied, the data are insufficient to show actual alternation over a wide range of molecular weights. However, there is some evidence for a regular variation over a restricted range of molecular weight. Accordingly, the explanation offered below for the variation of (T e and f3i between their upper and lower bounds must be regarded as somewhat tentative.
For a given value of "v, say v=2, the terminal cilium length in the model shown in figure 13A increases uniformly as the molecular weight increases.
Then the cilium reaches a length of L!; where v ~ v+ 1, and the cilium length again becomes very small. This will lead f3i to alternate between the lower and upper bounds as the molecular weight increases as shown in figure 13B . We emphasize again that this holds only if L: does not vary strongly with molecular weight as the molecular weight changes. The details of the variation of f3 i with molecular weight (increasing cilium length) with a given II is a matter of considerable uncertainty. Equation (21) It is possible that the tendency for many of the experimental points that lie between v and v + 1 that imply a lower f3i than that given by eq (21) [dotted lines in figures 13B and 14J is a result of the existen ce of the distribution of molecular weight in the samples. There should be a natural tendency in the presence of a distribution for the nucleus to select out chains with short cilia (low f3;) leading to (Te values near the lower bound. Then when just the appropriate molecular weight corresponding to a long cilium is reached, the search for molecules leading to short cilia is too difficult, and the syst em shows a high f3i and enhanced (Te. At a slightly higher molecular weight, the long cilia folds over, and a low f3i and (Te is rather abruptly recovered. Our overall conclusion s are as follows. The upper and lower bounds exhibited by (T e and f3i at low molecular weights are a result of cilium length effec ts in the growth nucleus. A terminal cilium in or near th e fold surface is associated with a low f3 i and (T e, and a terminal cilium that approximates L~ in length leads to a high f3i and a (Te near th e upper bound. The increase and decrease of c ilium length shown in figure 13A with increasing molecular weight is probably the cause of the existence of a rather definite upper and lower bound to (Teat low molecular weights. This model implies that f3i and (Te should alternate in a regular way between their respective upper and lower bounds. The data are insufficient to show this in detail, but abrupt changes in f3i and (Te occur in two regions of molecular weight that are cWlsistent with the model. Many more good fractions -and possibly much sharper ones -than were available to us would be required to obtain experimentally the shape of the f3i curve within a given v.
Attention is now drawn to the question of the constancy of I:, which approximation was used in the foregoing analysis. c m/ s, it is easy to show th at it will in crease by only a bout 10 percent or so as G goes from 10-5 c m/ s to 10-8 cm/ s. What happens is that l% incr eases with te mperature according to eq (24) in accord with theory a nd ex perim e nt , but thi s in crease for any given s pecimen is s mall co mpared to l ; (or th e maximum cilium le ngth ) because of th e restri cted te mpe rature r a nge allowed by th e practical matter of the slowest and fastest rates that are feasible to meas ure. With the analysis give n in this section , it is justifi ed to say th at we have gain ed some in sight into the factors that govern the growth rate of polyethylene from th e melt from a molec ular weight correspondin g to but two fold s per molec ule (ci rca M w -6000) up to a molecular weight in excess of 800,000.
Work of Chain Folding
The " bes t" value of CT e(oo) given in table 6 (ite m C.3) is 90.5 erg/cm 2 • While there are various ways to es timate this quantity, thi s value represe nts a reasonable compromise a nd is consistent with the growth rate data within ra th er narrow limits. This can be used to calc ulate a " kin eti c" value of th e work of c hain foldin g q as CT e(oo) (kin e ti c) = (q/2ab ) + CT e o (26) where CT eO, which is th e surface free energy in the abse nce of a ny work of chain foldin g, may be take n as equal to CT= 14.2 erg/c m 2 (table 6 , ite m C. l ). This leads to th e estim a te q (kin etic) = 4.09 ± 0.4 kcal/mol.
The corr;. es pondin g estim ate . of q from equilibrium data on single crystals of polyethylene (i.e., CTe(eq) = 93± 9 erg/cm2 from a Till veJ;:sus l/l plot) gives with CT eO = 14.2 erg/ c m 2 the value [1] q (e quilibrium) = 4.23 ± 0.4 kcal/mol.
Th e agree me nt betwee n th e " kin e ti c" and "equi1bri-urn " estimates of q in polyethylene is sufficie nt to s upport our particular application of nucleation theory to the proble m of chain foldin g. The fold s are kin etically form ed continuo usly durin g th e c rystallization process, and ex hibit th e same properties whether th eir free e nergy of formation is meas ured b y kin etic or the rm od ynamic means.
It is of interest in connection with the foregoin g estimates that theoretical calculations by Corradini and co-work ers using inter-and intra-potential e nergy functions have s uggested that q (theoretical) = 4.26 kcal/ mol (29) for (110) type fold s [42] . It may be rec alled that our analys is in which we find q (kin etic) = 4.09 ± 0.4 kcal/mol is based on th e assumption that (110) type folds co ntrol th e grow th kin etics; we also observe th at th e experime ntal valu e of q (equilibrium) = 4.23 ± 0.4 kcal/mol is based on melting data on sin gle crystals with mostly (110) fold s. Corradini and co-workers es tim a te a q value clos e to 3.1 kcal/mol for (200) folds. Th e accuracy of these calc ulation s is diffic ult to assess. Nevertheless, in view of th e agreement attained be twee n q(kin e tl c), q(equilibrium) , and the q(theore tical) estimated by Corradini et al., in the case of (110) type folding, it is reasonable to ass ume that their theoretical es timate of q from potential ener gy fun ction s for the (200) folds is basically correct. This th en raises the qu es tion of why the lower energy (200) folds, known to occur in ordinary polye thyle ne sph erulites [25] , do not make themselves more apparent in th e kin etics.
If two types of fold s of diffe re nt q we re present in a given morph ology, it is by no mean s certain th at th e low one would be clearly observed in kin e ti c meas ure· me nts. Circumstances occ ur where both (1l0) and (200) type folds appear on th e same overall growth front. For example, Keith [43] has shown that th e overall growth front of polyethylene sph erulites form· in g from concentrated solutions of pure hydrocarbon s are serrate d , with alternate a nd intersecting traverses of (110) and (200) fold s, th e latter being in the direction of overall growth, which is along th e b ax is of the unit cell. The polym er lam ella resembles a laurel leaf with serrated edges, with the growth direction correspond· in g to th e lon g axis of the leaf. Th e (110) fo lds occur at the growth tip , and at each serration. In thi s casewhich we co ns ide r to be reasonable in a s ph erulitic morphology in bulk polyethyle ne -th e kin e tics of radial growth would te nd to be domin ated by th e hi gher e nergy (1l0) folds until th e (200) run s beca me quite long in compariso n with th e (1l0) run s. Poss ibly th e prese nce of (200) fold s is th e reaso n th a t (J"(J" e( >o ) for th e coar se·grain ed non·b a nd ed s ph eruljtes is sli ghtl y lower th a n it is for th e ax ialites (tabl e 6). However, it mu st be noted again that th e diffe re nce be twee n th e (J"(J" e ( oo ) in th ese two cases has a so mewhat doubtful statisti ca l s ignifi cance. In a ny case it appears th at (110) type fold s ge nerall y dominate th e kin e ti cs of overall growth in ax ialites and irregular sph e rulites. a nd have th e larges t effect in th e case of th e coa rse· grain ed non ·ba nded s ph e rulites. Th e principal pre viou s research on th e ra te of growth of c rystal s from the melt in polye th yle ne appears to be that of Lindenm eyer a nd Holla nd [4] . Th ey used five s pecim ens ran ging from M v = 3900 to 135,000 in molec ular weight. They me ntion the prese nce of banded sphe rulites onl y, whereas we found axi alites over most of thi s molecular weight range at low undercoolings, and coarse·grain ed non· banded s ph erulites at hi ghe r undercoolings. There is no evidence of a break in lo g C vers us T in their data, but thi s is explain ed by th e relatively low growth te mperatures used in their investigation. The quanti· tative agreeme nt in a bsolute growth rates be twee n our work a nd th eirs is not partic ularly good. This can be traced in part to th e fact that so me of th eir runs were made at te mpe ratures low enough to produce c rystallization that was appare ntly s ufficie ntly rapid to cause so me self·h eating. Also we infer from their paper tha t th ey may h a ve used ve ry high T\ valu es which might have degrad e d the samples so mewhat. Neverth eless, their data , whe n plotted as log C versus I/T(!:::..T) (see th eir fi g. 3), show changes in slope in the low molecular weight region very similar in broad aspect to that s hown in our figure 8A. This impli es that Kg in c reases and th e n le vels off, as we found in th e present research. No intermitte nt hi gh and lo w valu es at low molec ular weights were observ ed , but thi s may have r es ulted from the relatively fe w sa mples used.
It is of co nsid e ra ble interest to co mpare what we have found for polyethyle ne fracti ons with th e res ults reported for a sys te mati c s tudy of TMPS fracti ons by Magill [44]. In thi s work , it was found that (J"(J" e rose rapidly at first a nd th en tend ed to le vel off a t high molec ular weights, and Magill interpreted thi s as meaning that (J"e behaved with in creasin g molec ular weight in th e same mann er. Moreove r, Magill noted so me variation s of (J" e at low molec ular weights (but still well within th e region where folding occ urs) th at a re strongly re minisce nt of th e inte rmitte nt hi gh an d low data for (J" e for pol yethyle ne fracti ons near M 10= 6200 and Mw= 8500 as see n in fi gures 12 a nd 14. In parti c ular , one of th e low TMPS fra cti ons (M = 8700 ) has a (J" e that is s ubsta nti ally hi ghe r th a n th at of neighborin g points. (R ecall th a t in polye thyl e ne we have te nta tively attributed thi s t ype of be hav ior to th e occasional appearan ce of a te rminal cilium close to lii in le ngth on th e growth nu cle us.)
Most of th e data points on TMPS we re take n at rath e r hi gh und ercoolings, corres pondin g, in our estimat ion, to regime II or mixed regim e I and regim e II [1] . Iti s th e refore not surpri sin g th a t Magill did not obse rve a regim e I ~ regim e II tran sition. Our a naly sis of th e growth data, give n el e wh ere [1] , s ugges ts th at (J"e( ,, ) for TMPS is 34 ± II erg/cm 2 _ whic h is in fair accord with th e value (J"e(eq)=39 erg/c m 2 obtai ned from a T", versus 1/ l plot.
De voy a nd Mand elkern [45J have di sc usse d polymers where (J"(J" e ri ses a nd th e n levels off with i nc reasin g molec ul ar weight. Th eir analysis differs in a number of signifi cant res pects from that give n in thi s work.
Regime I and Regime II in Other Polymers:
Morphological I mpl ications Definite eviden ce for th e e xi sten ce of regi me I a nd regim e II crys tallization was found for polye th yle ne fracti ons in th e intermediate molecul ar weight ran ge. The regime tests gave clear-cut res ults in thi s region, and the Kg values differed by a factor of about two.
Also, the ratio of th e pre-expone ntial fa ctors was ver y large and of approximately th e magnitud e expected.
We must now raise th e question as to why no such effect was seen by previous inves ti gators for polye thylene or an y other polym er crystallizing from th e melt. In th e case of polye thylene th e an s wer is fairly straightforward. Few meas urements, if a ny, were previously made at und ercoolin gs sufficie ntly low to e nte r regime I. For exampl e, Linde nm eyer and Holla nd carri ed out th e main body of their investi gation s at te mperatures below 127 0 C, a nd th e tran sition betwee n regim es I and II occ urs near or above this te mperature. This sa me point probably accounts in part for the failure to observe th e tran siti on in other polymers -at high growth te mperatures where regim e I is e ntered , the growth rate te nd s to be extre mely slow and the region is therefore quite inconvenient to survey from an experimental standpoint.
It has already been pointed out that the regime I ~ regime II transition is smeared out in pf)lyethylene with a broad distribution of molecular weight. This is particularly clear in the case of the whole polymer SRM 1475 sample. On this basis, one might not expect to find the transition in other polymers where the dis· tribution was broad. It will be a matter of interest to see if fractions of other polymers exhibit the transition.
It is of special interest to note that Cooper and Manley [46] have found some evidence for the exist· ence of a regime I ~ regime II transition in polyethyl· ene fractions crystallized from dilute solution. We observe that the transition, though not as well·defined in the ailute solution case as in the case of crystalliza· tion from the melt, appears to occur at approximately the same undercooling in both cases. We also observe that at a specified concentration, (reTe as calculated with Ku=3b(J(JeT'd/(!1hf)k, where T~ is the dissolution temperature, tends to rise and then level off with in· creasing molecular weight when the variation of Td with mOlecular weight is taken into account (see their table 6). They find a (J(Je at high molecular weights comparable to that which we have found for melt· crystallized polyethylene.
In the case of polyethylene fractions in the low and intermediate molecular weight range, a good correIa· tion exists between morphology and regime. Regime II kinetics could in general be identified with the existence of coarse-grained non-banded spherulites, (or spherulites with a few coarse bands at the lowest isothermal growth temperatures), and the appearance ofaxialites at high growth temperatures is, broadly speaking, associated with regime I kinetics. Also, the existence of irregular spherulites at high molecular weights seems to mostly involve mixed regime I and II kinetics. While these identifications seem reasonably definite for polyethylene fractions crystallized from the melt, it is not known how widely applicable the general idea of the relationship between regime and morphological characteristics really is for fractions in other polymers.
B.3. Overview
The following summarizes the basic picture of crystallization that has evolved.
The rate of crystallization of polyethylene fractions from the melt is governed by the rate of deposition of folded surface nuclei on the previously formed substrate. The nucleus is formed by a molecule (probably already associated with the substrate by physical adsorption [1] ) that apparently arranges its first chain end in such a way as to keep the free e nergy near a minimum, i.e., the initial chain end is flush or nearly so with the fold surface. Then the rest of the molecule 'comes into crystallographic register with the substrate in a sequential process, leaving a dangling terminal cilium if the contour length of the molecule does not correspond to an integral multiple of the fold period I:.
On the average, the pendant cilium does not exceed the fold period; if it is longer than I: a new fold is formed, and the long cilium goes down on the sub· strate. A sufficiently short terminal chain end has a low effective surface free energy (J e(cilium) == (J, and a long terminal cilium has a (J e(cilium) that is proportional to the natural logarithm of the effective chain length z/ZQ, giving a (Je(cilium) value that is many times larger than (J. The value of (Je(cilium) for a long terminal cilium of length l(f is roughly comparable to, but probably not in excess of, (Je. Since the average terminal cilium length is such that its local surface free energy (J e(cilium) is less than that associated with a chain fold, the total average surface free energy (cilia plus folds) is rather low for material of low molecular weight where the fraction of cilia is rather high. As the molecular weight is increased, the fraction of folds likewise increases, and the average value of the surface free energy (Je tends toward a limiting value, (Je(x)'
For a given number of folds and a fixed substrate width Ii!, a surface nucleus can have either a very short cilium, one of intermediate size, or one closely approaching Ii! in length, depending on the contour length of the molecule forming the nucleus. Since the local surface free energy of a long cilium is greater than that of a short one, alternating values of (J e are to be expected in very sharp fractions at low molecular weights as with increasing molecular weight a molecule goes through the sequence: short cilium ~ intermediate length cilium ~ cilium approaching I; in length ~ formation of additional fold with short cilium. This effect is believed on a tentative basis to be the source of the intermittent low and high values of (J e observed at low molecular weights in the particular fractions employed in the work reported here.
The surface nucleation rate i, which is proportional to exp [-4b(J(JeT7t,/(!1hf ) (!1T)kTf], leads to overall observable growth of two types. At high growth temperatures (low undercoolings) the nucleation rate is low, and each nucleus causes the completion of the substrate of length L. Then a new nucleus forms, and the process is repeated forming a lamellar crystal.
In this case, regime I, the growth rate G is proportional to the nucleation rate i. At lower growth temperatures, (high undercoolings) the nucleation rate becomes quite high, and many surface nuclei are formed on the substrate. Then regime II is entered, and G is proportional to i 1 / 2 , again with the formation of a lamellar crystal. The transition between regimes I and II is experimentally quite sharp in good fractions, and the undercooling where it occurs can be explained in terms of a value of L that is roughly 5 /.Lm. The sharpness of the transition is fundamentally a result of the rapid change of i with undercooling.
At moderate to high molec ular weight, the nucleation rate and the concomitant overall growth rate are not strongly dependent on changes of viscosity of the melt from which the various crystalline bodies are formed . Also. the nucleati on rate. as measured by (J(J e. appears to be nearly independent of such factors as the presence of interlamellar links at high molecular weights. The absolute value of the pre·exponential for regime I is much l!reater than that for regime II. principally beca use th at for r egim e I co ntain s th e fa c tor L, whereas th a t for r egi me II does not.
Th e observed value of th e initial lam e llar thi c kn ess I :j' is in ge ne ral c lose to that predi c te d from th e und e r· coo ling and th e a-" re leva nt to th e molec ular weight und er co n sid e ra tion. Beca use th e growth ra te G is re lated to I :}' according to G IT exp (-2ba-L:N kT), and beca use th e experim e ntal range of G is limited , I fi' is it se lf res tri c ted in polyethylene cr ys tallizin g iso th erm all y from the me lt to a rather narrow range close to 200 A.
Th e work of c hain folding q c an be deduce d from st ri c tly kin e ti c meas ure me nts . Th e value so obtained is in clo se agreement with that fro m equilibrium meas· ure me nts on polye thyl e ne singl e crys tal s, and with ce rtain th eor e ti ca l ca lc ul ati o ns. Th ere appear to b~ no in co nsis te nc ies of a n e ne rge ti c c haracter in the pi cture of cry s tallization prese nted he re.
Th e a uth o rs th an " E s mund Drott of th e Mon sa nt o C he mi cal Co mpan y for s upplying so me of th e fra c· tion s, and J. J. W eeh, Jr. , for hi s co ns id erab le ass is t· a nce in carr yin g out th e WAXR a nd LAXR meas ure · me nts. W e also grate full y ac knowl edge a numb er of di sc uss ion s with E. A. DiMarzio a nd F . Kh our y.
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